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PREFACE

     This thesis investigates the error performance of phase
shift keying signals in nonlinear channels where disturbances of

both the radio frequency interference and the narrow band
Gaussian noise are included. It consists of six chapters which
are described as follows.

     Chapter 1 provides the background of this thesis, and gives

a review of previous and recent researches on the problems which

will be discussed in this thesis.

     Chapter 2 provides the analytical model of the overall
system. As typical nonlinear channels, the satellite channels
are introduced, and mathematical representations are expressed
for the basic elements used in the model, whieh are M-ary phase

shift keying signals, intersynbol interference, nonlinear
channels including radio frequency interference, and detection
scheme.

     Chapter 3 diseusses the error probability of phase shift

keying signals in the hard-limiting channel. Considering an
intersynbol interference component as the radio frequency
interference, the probability density function of the detected
phase is derived using the characteristic function method. The

error probability is obtained by integrating this probability

density function over the error region. A comparison with the
linear channel is made to clarify the error probability
improvement effects of the hard-iimiting channel. Furthermore
the effects of cascaded hard-limiters are considered.

     Chapter 4 discusses the error probability of phase shift
keying signals in the soft-limiting channel. The probability
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density function of the detected amplitude is derived with the

aid of tbe Gram-Charlier expansion. Integration of this
probability density function over the error region yields the
error probability. In order to demonstrate clearly the effects

of the soft-limiting channel, a comparison with the linear
channel or the hard-limiting channel is also included.

     Chapter 5 gives a comparison of the error performance
between the phase shift keying signal and the minimum shift
keying signal in the hard--limiting channel. For the error
probability analysis, an equivalent model is newly proposed.
Using this model, the probability density function of the
detected amplitude is obtained with the aid of the Gram-Charlier

expansion. The error probability is given by integrating this
probability density function over the error region. The error
performance of the phase shift keying signal and the minimum
shift keying signal are compared to show the effects of
interference and band-limiting in nonlinear channels.
Furthermore the error probabilities of the phase shift keying
signal and the minimum shift keying signal in the linear channel

are derived to compare with those in nonlinear channels

     Chapter 6 summerlizes the overall conclusions obtained in
this thesis.
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 CHAPTER 1

rNTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

     Recently an increasing demand of signal transmission in a

digital form necessitates the reconsideration of modulation
techniques for the efficient utilization of the frequency
spectrum. There are three basic modulation techniques :
amplitude shift keying (ASK), frequency shift keying (FSK), and

phase shift keying (PSK) [1]--[4]. All of these modulations

include coherent and noncoherent forms. In system planning,these

modulations or the hybrid modulations must be compared, delib-
erately taking into account of not only Gaussian noise but also
other factors that often dominate the system performance. These
factors are, for example, intersynbol interference, fading, radio

frequency (RF) interference, rainfall attenuation, andlor
impulsive noise. In addition, nonlinearities are often included

in the transmission system.

     In this thesis, the satellite channels are introduced as
typical nonlinear channels. In the satellite channels, constant

envelope modulations such as FSK and PSK are eonsidered to be
more efficient than ASK because the constant envelope modulations

are hardly affected by the amplitude nonlinearity. PSK in
particular yields an inherently narrow bandwidth and a good error

performance. For these reasons, PSK is put into practical use in

the satellite channels. In the past several years, the minimum
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shift keying (MSK), which is a continuous phase FSK with the
modulation index O•5 [5], has also been expected to yields better

performance.

     In the satellite channels, there are several features not
encountered in terrestrial systems as described below.

(1) THERI!!AL NOISE IN BOTH LINKS : In the satellite channels the

Gaussian thermal noise disturbs the desired signal not only in

the up-link but also in the down-link.

(2) INTERSYMBOL AND RF INTERFERENCES : The TNTELSAT V system
employs four-fold frequency re-use which is performed by use of

cross- polarization and spot-beam techniques [6],[7]. This
frequency re-use produees an RF interference problem, i.e.,
adjacent channel and cochannel interferences. The bandwidth of
each system is also severly limited to accompany with intersynbol

interference. The intersynbol interference and the RF
interference problems can easily be the dominant degrading

factors, and more important than Gaussian noise in the satellite

channe1s.

(3) SATELLITE TRANSPONDER NONLINEARITIES : On the other hand, the

effective use of the amplifier power of the transponder
travelling wave tube (TWT) is desired because of the limited TWT

power. Especially in a time division multiple access (TD]![A)

system where one transponder amplifies only one carrier, the
operation of the TWT at or near a saturation is inevitable. In
this mode of TWT operation, the TWT exhibits the nonlinearities

of both AM-AM, and AM-PM conversions [8],[9]. These
nonlinearities significantly affect the system performance. In
order to compensate for both the AM--AM and A]![-PM conversions, a

limiter ahead of the TWT is considered to be useful [10]• In
satellite systems operating above IOGHz, the limiter is also

-2-



effective to overcome rainfall attenuation. For these systems
the nonlinearity of the limiter eontrols the TVIT nonlinearities.

     The effects of the interferences and nonlinearities are not

so difficult to analyze independently. But the analysis methods

of a linear channel are not easily extended to anonlinear
channel. The composite problem, that is, the problem of the
interferences imposed on the nonlinearities, yields incredible
                                                     'analytical difficulties. In many cases the performance
evaluation of nonlinear channels is performed by computer
simulations or hard-ware experiments. Therefore a new tool or a

new extention of the nonlinear analysis which is mathematically

tractable and includes all the dominant factors of the
performance degradation is expected to be proposed [11].

1.2 Analysis Methods

     As described in Section 1.1, the dominant factors of the

performanee degradation in the satellite channels are RF
interference, intersymbol interference, and the TWT
nonlinearities. Much previous work has been devoted to a
particular factor or combined faetors described above.

     First, in a linear channel the RF interference has been
frequently assumed identical in effect with that of an equivalent

power Gaussian noise. But by accurate analyses [12]-[14], it is

shown that this assumption provides a pessimistic estimate for

the degradation of the PSK system. In the presenee of
intersynbol interference, the error probabilities of binary PSK
(BPSK) and quarternary PSK (QPSK) can be presented by the direct

numeration method [15]. The Chernoff bound or other bounding

-3-



techniques have also been introduced for deriving the error
probability of PSK [16], and ASK [17]"[19]• If the number of

modulating phases M is large,however, both the direct method and

the bounding techniques become impractical in computer
calculations, inaccurate, or analytically difficult. Therefore,

for the accurate estimation of error probability of M-ary PSK
(MPSK), the moment space technique based on the superposision
principle has been proposed [20]. The moment space technique has

been also utilized to evaluate the error probability of PSK [21],

[22], ASK [23],[24], and FSKIMSK [25]-[27], considering the
combined effects of RF interference and intersynbol interference.

     Next in nonlinear channels, intensive studies on PSK system
have been done on filtering [28]-[35], TWT back off [28]-[35],

high power amplifier (HPA) back off [30], [32], [34], limiters
[29], [33],[35], coding [29], [37], RF interferene [28], [32],
[33], [36], [37], comparison with MSK or offset ' QPSK [31]-[33],

by computer simulations or laboratory experiments.

     On the other hand, due to the complexity of the eombined
problems of RF interference and intersynbol interference, there

has been few general analyses that include all dominant factors

of the performance degradation. In mathematical analyses,
several types of TWT model have been proposed :

(1) HARD'-LIMITER : The hard-limiter is often used in nonlinear

analysis because of its analytical facilities. Many works have

been devoted to the signal-to--noise power ratio (SNR)
[38]-[45], and the SNR improvement at high SNR due to the
hard'-limiter has been shown in [40]. The output power has been
also discussed by using the Complex Fourier Transform [41]'[45]•

This method is useful if the Complex Fourier Transform of the

nonlinear characteristics is given, but the effects of

-- 4-



intersynbol interference can not be easily included. The
expression for the error probability has been presented for BPSK
[46], differential PSK (DPSK) [47], [48] and veSK [49]. In [46]

and [49], the comparison with alinear channel has shown the
error probability improvement effects due to the hard-limiter. A

more general case with the transmission system composed of
cascaded hard-limiters [50] has been also considered in [39],
[40], [49]. But these works are restricted to the case of only

Gaussian noise. The effects of intersynbol interference have
been shown only for BPSK [51].

(2) SOFT-LIMITER : It is important to show the effects of the

soft-limiter because it is not only more practical than the
hard--limiter, but also expected to be used in future systems
[10]. In practical systems, the error function typet or piece -

wise -- linear type limiters has been widely utilized. The piece

- wise - linear type limiter has been used for deriving error
probability of BPSK in the presence of intersymbol interference
[52].

(3) SERIES EXPANSION : A more realistic approximation of TWT
operation is performed by the series expansion [8], [53]--[55].

With this method the probability density function (p.d.f.) of the

TVJT output has'been examined in the presence of Gaussian noise,

and the error probability of BPSK has been shown by equating
undesired componens to Gaussian noise [53]. The effects of RF

intetference and intersymbol interference have been considered in
the analysis of the error probability of QPSK [5S]• But

----- - -----------------------------h----------i------ ----- d--------p----d------------p

t erf(x)= 71.i i: exp( - t2 ) dt
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the results obtained there for intersymbol interference have been

performed by computer simulations.

(4) QUADRATURE MODEL : In the analysis used the quadrature model,

the A]![-PM conversion is not considered, because it is included in

two-quadrature AM-AM conversions. The error probability of BPSK

has been derived in a Gaussian noise environment [56]. This
quadrature model is also applicable to SNR analysis [57].

(5) VOLTERRA SER!ES : In the Volterra series analysis, the

nonlinearities and intersynbol interference are treated
simultaneously by introducing the Volterra kernels [58]-[61].

The error probability of BPSK and QPSK has been analyzed with the

Volterra series in the presenee of Gaussian noise [58]. In this

analysis, the restriction imposed on the transmit filter needs
further extention for practical use.

(6) BARRET RAMPARD EXPANSION : For a Gaussian or multi-carrier

input, the Barret Rampard expansion is also useful to analyze the

SNR of TWT output signal [62]. But the error probability of PSK

has not been presented because of its analytical difficulties.

     To show the combined effects of the RF interference and
intersymbol interference in the hard-limiting satellite ehannels,

the error probability analysis of QPSK has recently been
attempted with the aid of the moment space technique [63]. The

obtained expression for the error probability is not a closed
form and not mathematically tractable.
     In the following chapter,'in order to clarify the combined

effects of RF interference, intersymbol interference, Gaussian
noise, and satell'ite nonlinearities, a new analytical approach is

proposed for obtaining a general expression of the error
probability of MPSK.

-6-



   CHAPTER 2

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2.1 Introduction

     As typical nonlinear channels, the satellite channels are

introduced in this thesis. In relation to the increased
importance of the radio frequency (RF) interference problem, the

satellite channels are considered to include adjacent andlor
cochannel interferences, that is, the band-limited M-ary PSK
(MPSK) signal is transmitted through the nonlinear satellite
repeater with the disturbances of the narrow band Gaussian noise

and RF interference in both up-link and down-link.

     In this chapter, an analytical model of the MPSK system in

the satellite channels is given, and mathematica! representations

are expressed for the basic elements used in the analysis which

are MPSK signal, intersymbol interference, nonlinear ehannels

including RF interference, and detection scheme. '

2.2 Phase Shift Keying Signals

     A model for the nonlinear transmission system
Fig.2.1. An MPSK signal vo(t) is expressed by

              vo(t)= v`Vo(t) exp(g'2Tfot),

is shown in

(2-1)

-7--



vo(t) Transmit
Filter

Vl(t) Nonlinear
Channel

U2(t) Coherent
Deteetion

xm

          Fig.2.1 Nonlinear transrnission system

                oo        i(t)= 2 reet{(t-mT)/T} exp(g'2TX./M), (2-2)
              m= -.co

where

                          1, ltis- T/2
            reet{t/T}={ ,                                                          (2-3)                          o, lti> T/2

voN'

(t) denotes the complex envelopeTof vo(t), fo is the carrier

frequency, T is a symbol duration, andXm(=6,1,...M-1) is a

transmitted message.

2.3 Intersynbol interference

     The MPSK signal is band-limited by the transmit filter and

accompanied by intersynbol interference. The transmit filter
output v"U l(t) is represented by

           vNl(t)- f-.Z vNo(t)2(t-.)d,, (2-4)

---------  --------------- - -p ------- r----- -----------P-b------ -----
t ln what follows, the notation ts is used as the complex

  envelope of x.

                                --8--



      fuwhere h(t)

      'transmlt
    .rewrltten

 . Is a
 filter.

as

N
LI
1

(t)

lowpass equivalent impulse
   Substituting (2-2) into

    co-2
  m= -co

q( t--mT ) exp(g'2TA        /M),
       m

responce.
        N(2-4), v
        1

of

(t)

the

 is

(2-5)

where

q( t)

    NNow Vl(t) is

intersymbo1

= f-: reet {T/T } k`U ( t

 decomposed

interference

-T) dT.

into a de$ired
cemponent iNo(t),

signal NUo(t)

   '

(2--6)

and an

v; (t)    N= uo
(t) . tNo(t), (2-7)

where

           u'No' (t )= q( t) exp(g'2T Ao /M ),

                    co           2o(t)= ..Z. q(t-mT) exp(J'2TA./M).

                  (mfo)
                            'in a sman time intervai, u'V o(t) and iN o(t)

constant amplitudes, that is
are

(2-8)

(2-9)

regarded to have

N
uo (t)[t2o = uo' (2-10)

c

zo (t)ltsto = ib exp( g' ipo ) .
(2-11)

-- 9-



       =O is assumedHere A      o
condition that the
equiprobable• Uo, Io,

the trigonometric sum
interference (m=+-1),

 without loss of generality under the
  transmitted synbol sequence Xm is
tho in (2-10) and (2-11) are derived with

in (2-8) and (2-9). For adjascent symbols

Uo" q(O),

la- 2q(O) eos T(X-1-•Xl)/M,

(2--12)

(2-13)

        ipo= T(X-1 + Al)pa•

In this case the phase offset
interference component is given by

          . . tan -1 [ IoSin"o ].

                      Uo+IoCO Sth o

e due to the

(2-14)

intersynbo1

(2-15)

     In this thesis the cosine roll-off filter is assumed

transmit filter.. Fig.2.2 shows the lowpass equivalent
                oscharacteristics ff(f)of the cosine roll-off filter.

 for the

transfer

Nu(f)-

-u2
-sin(

1

o

\Bi -2gR'1':

'

  B
' - i

(i-n,)sifl:Lg

  o <lfl<g

(i+nR)<lfl

(1+n
    R

(1--n
    R

)

)
'

(2--16)
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where

                 '      ffA(f)- I-: hfV(t) exp(-o'2TrfiS) dtJ. (2-17)

                            '
In Fig.2.2, B denotes the 6dB bandwidth, nR is a roll-off factor,

and tois a fixed time delay. Since the fixed time delay does
not affect the error.performance,to=O is assumed in this thesis.

For the cosine roll-off filter, the pulse responce q(t) in (2-6)

is derived in APPENDIX A.

     In order to estimate the amount of intersymbol interference,

the desired signal - to '- the intersynbol interference component

due to the adjacent symbol (m=+-1) power ratio 6z, and the desired

signal -- to - the intersymbol interference componnt due to the

synbols of m=Å}2 power ratio 62 are calculated for the cosine
roll-off filter in Fig.2.4 and Fig.2.5.

       61= q2(O)/q2(Å}T) (2-18)

       62= q2(O)/q2(Å}T) (2-19)
a"g[HN(f)]'=-2Tfto

1frrf?l

a?g[HNrf)] /nR=o
NN. NN nR=o.s

N.... nR=1
NN

-B/2 o NÅ~NB/2

NNNNN

f

                                        N
Fig.2.2 Cosine roll off filter transfer function
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     First in Fig.2.3, it is shown that the 61curve for each nR

has a peak at a fixed value of BT• The peak of 6                                                 means that the                                               1
intersynbol interference component due to the adjacent symbols

becomes very small at that BT. This peak point is preferable to

eliminate the effects of the intersynbol interference component

due to the adjacent synbols.
     Next Fig.2.4 shows that for the smooth filtering (rk=1) 62

is larger than 50 dB in the region of BT=O.8 - 1.7. In the
region of62>50dB the effects of the intersymbol interference
component due to the symbols of m=Å}2 is considered to be
negligible small. So it may concluded that it is sufficient to
consider the effects of the intersymbol interference 'component

due to the adjacent synbol for the smooth filtering case in a
system analysis.

2.4 Model for Nonlinear Channels

     The model for the nonlinear satellite channels is shown in
Fig.2.5. The transmit filter output Vl(t)is transmitted via

nonlinear satellite repeater with the disturbances of the narrow

band Gaussian• noise and the interferences in both up-link and
down-1ink.

                    ak
             ik(t )= .il ikn(t)' k=1,2, (2-20)

ik.(t)= 1kn exp{g'(2Tfot+ thkn)}, n=1,2,•••,ak (2--21)

-- 13--
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1

H>1

nl (t)

L.-.-pt....-.ny-.--.J

up-link nonlinear repeater

     n2 (t)

    down-link

Fig.2.5 Model for nonlinear channels



where subscripts k=1 and k=2 denote the up'-link and the down-link

respectively, and ak is the number of interferences in the
up-link (k=1) or the down-link (k=2). Each interference has a

constant amplitudelkn,and a phase thkn which is uniformly
destributed on (O,2T). These interferences are possibly angle-

modulated sinusoidal waves which lie within the bandwidth of the

signal.

     The narrow band Gaussian noise in the up-link or the
down'link is represented by [64]

   nk(t) = nll((t) exp{g'(2Tfot+ ck(t))}

          '         = { n,k(t)+n,k(t)}eXIP(g'2Tfot), k=1,2, (2-22)

       Nwhere nk(t) has a Rayleigh distribution, and 4k is uniformly
distributed on (O,2T). Also nk(t),nkc(t), andnks(t) are the
Gaussian random variables with the same power uk2 and mean zero.

     The soft--limiter models the satellite transponder which
equiped the soft'-limiter ahead of the travelling wave tube (TWT)

amplifier in order to compensate both AM-AIY[ and Al![-PM conversions

[10]. In the case of no soft-limiter on board, the soft-limiter

also approximates the operation of TWT near a saturation, where

the TWT is regarded to have an output of a constant amplitude,and

a constant phase which can be compensated at the earth station.

The soft-limiter characteristic funetion is expressed by

                   ( z, lzlE Uo

           G(Z)= 5 +1, z> uo , (2-23)
                   N ..I, Z<-Uo

-15-



where A denote the limiting level• A =O corresponds
hard-limiter and A =co means a linear amplifier. And Uo
amplitude of the desired signal uo(t) at t=O. It is
assumed that the limiter has no phase distortions [10],[41]

 to a
is the

  also

.

2.5 Detection Scheme

     A detectign system is shown in Fig.2.6. In Fig.2.6, the
reeive filter is assumed to be ideal bandpass filter which does

not distort the signal. In a coherent detection, the received
wave u2(t)is multiplied by cos2"fotand sin2Tfot which is as-

sumed to be perfectly recovered in this thesis. Using the outputs

of the multipliers, tne detector decides the reeeived phase Åë
                                                             2
and announces the transmitted message. A vector diagram of the
received wave u2(t)is shown in Fig.2.7. The transmit filter
output Xi?1 consists of the desired signal ii"?o and the intersynbol

interference component -Iowith the phaseipo. In the up-link,

Reeeive
Filter

Low Pass
 Filter

eos2Tfot

sin2Tfo t

Low Pass
 Filter

- fi

t=mT P
. .d

k
o
tn
H<
q
o

.H
t=mT co

-rl

o
oA

-

Fig.2.6 Deteetion system
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'

           Fig.2.7 Veetor diagram of reeeived wave

                    and error region

the narrow band Gaussian noise -Nl and the multiple RF
interferences ?1 are combined to yield the up-link composite wave

-Ulwith a phase Åël. The satellite output-V2 is also disturbed by

the narrow band Gaussian noise "rN=ÅÄ 2 and the multiple RF
interferences'' ii' 2? in the down-'link. Then received wave

terminates on (x,y).

                             'r- .. .     An error occurs when                             U2                                termlnates ln an error reglon as
shown in Fig.2.7. Therefore the conditional eror probability
PesIIe,tho of tyrpSK signal is derived by integrating a probability

density function (p.d.f.)P(%)of the received phase Åë2 over the

error region in Fig.2.7. Then averaging pesllo,iPo with respeet

to the intersymbol interference eomponent, the desired synbol
error probability Pes is obtained.
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     For a bit error probability analysis in Chapter 5, the error

region ofx<O is used, That is, the error region is the same as
that of the symbol error probability analysis in binary case.

2.6 Concluding Remarks

     In this chapter the system description

signal transmission over the nonlinear
nonlinear channels, the satellite channels

the mathematical representations of basic
following chapters are provided.

is given for the PSK

channels. As typical

are introduced, and
 elements used in the

-18-



                           CHAPTER 3

                   EFFECTS OF HARD-LIMITING

3.1 Introduction

     In digital satellite communications, the power of the
satellite trave!ling wave tube (TWT) is limited, and an operation

of TWT at or near a saturation is required for effective
utilization of TWT power. The operation at the saturation is
modeled by the hard-limiter, because the output of TWT is
regarded to consist of a constant amplitude, and a fixed phase
delay which can be eompensated at the earth station.

     For this hard-limiting channel, Cahn has examined the output
signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) of the hard-limiter, and showed

the SNR degradation effects at low input SNR [38]. Arastoo,
Morinaga, and Namekawa have discussed the cascaded hard-limiters

case [40]. Arastoo et al.'s results can be utilized at an
arbitrary input SNR case, and both the SNR degradation at low

input SNR and the SNR improvements at high input SNR are
described.

     Mathematical expressions for the error probability of PSK
have been derived by Jain and Blackman for binary PSK (BPSK)
[46], and by Mizuno, Morinaga, and Namekawa for M-ary PSK (IY[PSK)

[49]. Mizuno, et al.' s results have also included cascaded

hard-limiters case. In these works comparisons with a linear
channel have been performed, and showed the error probability
improvement effects due to the hard-limiter. But these works

                              -19-



have been done in neither the intersymbol interference nor the

radio frequency (RF) interference environment. In recent
satellite communications, these interference problems become
dominant factors of a performance degradation. Ekanayake and
Taylor have included only the effects of intersymbol interference
in the error probability analysis of BPSK [51]. To diseuss the

eombined effects of the RF interference and the intersynbol
interference, Huang, Omura, and Lindsey have presented the error

probabilty of quarternary PSK (QPSK) [63]. But the obtained

expression is not a closed form and not mathematically
tractable.

     In this chapter, in the presence of the Gaussian noise in

both links, intersynbol interference and RF interference, the
probability density function (p.d.f.) of the detected phase is

derived for the hard-limiting satellite system, considering
intersymbol interferenee as RF interference. Integrating this
p.d.f. over an error region, the error probability of MPSK is
obtained. Acomparison with the linear channel is made to
clarify the error probability improvement effeets due to the
hard-limiter. Furthermore the effects of cascaded hard'limiters
are discussed [65]--[69].

3.2 Probability Density Function of Deteeted Phase

     In order to get the p.d.f. of the detected phase Åë2 of the
received wave U2(t) , first a p.d.f. of the up-link composite
wave ul(t) is derived. In Fig.3.1, a joint p•d•f• p(Z,Åë1) iS

represented by (see APPENDIX B),

-- 2O-



p (Z,Åë1 )    co oo-2 2
  v=O n=O

       2         +Åí       11   (-1)
.

       22         11     I      11

22( Åín'Åíi2" ' '"2iai'n

  oo oo  2-2
2u=O 21g=O

  +...+k          +nl2       1al

   2se I 12 ... I
  l2

  e   v  2. eosv( Åë1 - e )

     v+2n   Vl

 )+v
       n!

  22    lal
lal

where

uo
:o

Iln
u12
r(•

    ' (2ll:)2 (Åíl2!)2 '''(21al!)

 . r(v+n+Åíll+2ii''"21t,gtt-ll. i)Z.(Z/f2gl?Y

                       f2 )v + 27rfi+-211+Åíl2+•••+2 r(v+l) r(v+n+1) 2 ( al/

 ' IFI[ V'n+2n'Åíli''•'Åíla 'l;v"1;'Z2 / (2ui)
                         1

                   -1 -l
    Vl = Uo ( 1+yo +2yo 2eostho),

    Yo = Uo2 / Io2 ,

 : amplitude of the desired signal in (2-12),

 : amplitude of the intersynbol interference
   in (2-13),
 : amplitude of the up--link nth interference,

 : power of the up-link Gaussian noise, '
): Gamna function,

                    --2].-

la ) "2
  1

]7

 (3-1)

 (3--2)

 (3--3)

component



e:
yo :

ipo :

al :
IFI['

  em =

phase offset due to the intersymbol interference

eomponent in (2-15),

the desired signal--to-the intersynbol interference

                  .eomponent power ratlo.

phase of the intersymbol interference component in
in (2'-14),

number of the up-link interferences,

;';'] : confluent hypergeometric function,

                                        '   1, m=1
 { :Neumann factor.
   2, mll

og Pp qN oqo (Z,Åë1) .I

gg .Ul 19NNN

NN

.I12

-I11

---• b,

Åë1

Vl

---- -)

.Nl

e
Io

o -r=.-b
uo inphase

eomponent

Fig.3.1 Vector diagram of ul(t)
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      Let start the calculation of P(Åë) with v+n+211+'oo+Åí
                                                            lal
 fo in (3-1). In (3"1), changing the variables as t=Z2/2o12, and

 using the formula [70,p.280]

    I:;tb-iiFi[a;e;-t]dt.me(b)r()r( b)

                                                         (3-4)
                               O<Re(b)<Re(a)

 for averaging P(Z,Åë1)over Z, then

   P(Åë1) v+n+211'21i ''"Åílal/O

           co co co co        = vil 21i=o 21i.6'Eli .o i cosv(thl-e)

                             1
           (-1)Åí11"ÅíILi'''"21al T('2V'Åí11'Åí12' ''"21al)

        .          (211!)2(212!)2'''(Åí1. :)2 r(v+1)
                               1

              v             -+2                  +2                      +...+2                                     -Åí                                            -2                                                        -Åí              2 11 12                            lal                                       11                                              l2                                                          la             p 7) 71        ' or1 Yu Y12 '''Ylal '
        . IFI[ hV2+211+212+'''+21al;v+1;-ori].

                                                         (3-5)

where
    cti (=v1212cr12) : effective up-link carrier--to-noise power

                       ratio (CNR),
    yin (=vi2/2hn2) : effective carrier-to-interference power

                                              th                       ratio (CIR) of up-link n                                                 interference.

ct i and yin can be rewritten with the relation of (3-2).
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                        -1 -!
          cti= cti(i+yo +2yo 2costho) (3-6)

                          -1 -l
          'yin = yin (!"yo '2yo 2cosipo )
                                                      (3-7)

    When v+n+Åí11+...+21al=o , from (3-1)

                      Z z2          P(Z,Åë1)= 2..12 IFI[1;l;- 2.12 ] (3-s)

                                    22 .In (3-6), changing the variables as t=z                                     /2Ul,                                           and averaging
P(Z,Åë1) over Z with the relationship [42,p.1074]

            IFI [a;a;-x]= exp(-x) (3-9)

yields

                                           1           P(Åë1) V+n'2ll'21i'''+21al=O =7' (3-'10)

    Therefore, from (3--5) and (3`-10), p(Åë1) is derived with

           P(Åël)= P(Åël) v+n+Åí11'Åíli''"21alfO

                  'P(Ol) V'n'211'212+''"21al=O (3Mll)

                   co     P(Åëi)= 'i "..Z.i'2.i(..o COSV(Åëi-e) fi(v) (3-i2a)
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                                    v           co co co 5'2ii"2i2"'"2ia
 fi(")= 2ii=o Åíi2=6'' Åíi. .o cti i
                             i
    '
     (iiit)2)iliiil2 '(2i2iaii,)2 yri-Åíii yf2-Åíi2 yiai-2iai

    ' P( 'E '2u"2i2" ' ''2iai ) iFi[ ll '2ll'Åíi2"'"P"iai;'V'i;- cti2]

                                                         (3-12b)

Note that the p.d.f. (3-12) becomes the Middleton's results

[42, p.417] with eliminating the parameters of intersynbol
interference and interference, i•e•, Ib=O, ln"O, tho =O•'
     Since the phase Åë2 of u2(t) is generally the composite

phase of the angle-modulated signal v2(t), the downplink
Gaussian noise n2(t), and the down--link interferences i2(t),
its conditional p.d.f. p(Åë21Åël) can be derived by eliminating

the parameters of the intersynbol interference component in
(3-12).

                1cov    P(tp21Åël) = 2,, ' .il 2,,r(..1) COSV(Åël-Åë2) fr2(V) (3-13a)

                                   v f2(V)= Åí:/1=6 2I/2-6'' 21/. .o ct25 '221'Åí2i''"22a2

                             2

          2 +2 +".2           21 22                       2a   .(-1) 2 -221 -222 d22a
     (221!)2(Åí22!)2'''(22.2!)2 Y21 Y22 "' Y2a2 2

   ' r (:; '22i'222" '''22a2) iFi [ll 'Åí2i"Åí22" '' " 22a2;V'i;- "22]

                                                         (3-13b)
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where

      ct2 : down'link cNR
      YIi (i=l,2,''',E}2) : CIR of down'-link ith interference.

               '     Hence the p.d.f. P(Åë2) of the reeeived waveu2(t) is

obtained with the convolution as [74]

      '  '
                t2 rr '
       P(02)= j, P(Åë21Åëi) P(Oi)dÅëi (3-i4)

Substituting (3-12) and (3'13) into (3-14) and using the trigono-

metric relation [42,p.1081]

     2T
      Ieosm(e+p)cosn(e+y)de= 2: 6.neOSm(P-Y) (3-is)

      o
             ([2:--l (.f,) ( g::-:.: [m.l:', .'

Finally the desired resultP(Åë2) is obtained by

             l oo v2
   P(Åë2)- +Z                                  eosv(Åë2-E) fl(v) f2(v)
            2TT v=1 4T r(v+l)
                              . (3--16)
where fl(v)=(3'12b), and f2(v)=(3-13b).
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3.3 Error Probability

     The error occurs when the received phase Åë2 lies outside
the region [T/M,d-"/M]in Fig.2.7. Therefore by integrating
(3-16) over the error region, the conditional error probability
Pesllo,tho of l![PSK signal transmitted via the hard-limiter

becomes

        pe slio,tho = i - fl li/ii p(02) dÅë2 • (3-i7)

Since this integral is simply performed on eosv(Åë2-e) in
(3-16), the conditional error probability PeslTo,iPo is
represented by

                  1cov PeSIIo,V'o = 1 -M- -- .il 2.r2(..1) sin(vTAt[) eosve •f'rl(v) f2(v)

                                                          (3-18)

where fl(V)=(3'12b) and f2(v)=(3-13b). Including the
intersynbol interference component due to adjacent synbols, the

condition Io,ipo in (3-18) can be rewritten with the symbol
pattern A-1 ,Xo ,Xl • Therefore the average error probability
Pes is expressed by.

    '                 M-1 M-ith
        pes=i2 x2-i.o ii.o PeslA-vXo,Xi• (3-ig)

     The numerical results of the error probability (3-19) are

shown by the solid lines in Figs.3.2-3.6.
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3.4 Comparison with  .Linear Channel

     In this seetion the error probability of MPSK signal

linear channel is considerd. In the linear ehannel
transmission system has a linear amplifier instead of
hard-limiter in Fig.2.5. The non!iniar system is compared

.In a
  the

  the

 with
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the linear amplifier (LA) system under the condition of the same

out put power for both systems.

     Let the average power of the up'link composite wave

beP :    U

                   Pu = PTu + PNu + PIu , (3-2o)

where
     PTu (=Uo2!2+Io212+Uolocos"o) : transmitter output power,

     PNv (= ti12 ) : power of up-link noise,
     PIu (`Ili/2+I12212+•••+Iial12) : total power of up-link

                                       interferences.

     Then the total average power Pc of the LA output, which is

identical with the hard'-limiter output power, is a sum of the
transmitter output component PTc , the noise component PNc , and

the interference component P!c :

                   Pc = PTc' PNc "Pxc (3'21)

                      P[rc=Pc'PTu/Pu (3-22)

                      PNc=Pc'PNu/Pu (3-23)

                      Prc= Pd PIu/Pu (3'24)

Furthermore, noise n2(t) and interference i2(t) are added to
the LA output in the down-link. Hence the CNR ctL at the

receiver is given by

-31-



ct
L

=
  P

P NC

miC

+o22

 talct2

1+ctl          .-l ,--l+or2+ct1(Yll +Y12 +'''+Yiall)

(3-25)

where

same

 'al
ct2

y ln

The

as

and the

     L
  Y2i =

 : effective up-link CNR,

 : down-link CNR,
                                          th (n=1,2,...,al) : effective CIR of up-link n

                 interference.

 CIR yllhL of the up'blink interference is the

  :

    y13riL " y]3ri (n=1,2,''',al ),

CIR y2iL of the down-link interferences is :

 P  TC Y2i

(3-26)

         'i 2i2/2 i+ ct ii '(yi ii 'y i 2-i -+' ''+y i. ii )

                                                        (3-27)                   (i=1,2,''',a2) ,

                             '                          ---     The p.d.f. of the received phase in the LA system is
therefore obtained from (3•-12) by using ctL instead of cti in

(3-12b) and substttuting both Yli,iL •, n=1,2,•••,al, fOr Yl'n in

(3-12b), and Y2iL , i=1,2,...,a2, for yth in (3-12b), taking

note that the number of interferenees increases al+a2 in total•

Therefore the conditiona! error probability of the MPSK signal in
the linear ehannel ean be derived by integrating p(Åël ) over the

  '
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error region. Then the average error probability is obtained by

averaging the conditional error probability with respect to
symbol pattern. The numerical results for the LA system, as well
as for the hard-limiting (HL) system, are shown in Figs.3.2-3.6.

The effect of intersymbol interference is included only in
Fig.3.6.

     In Figs.3.2-3.6, it is shown that the HL system yields
better performance than the LA system for almost all practical
values of CNR and CIR. However, the region of low CNR and/or CIR
( say less than OdB), for which no numerical results are given in

those figures, it may be guessed that the error probability of

the HL system becomes worse than that of the LA system by the
small signal suppression effeets of HL. The error probability
improvements of the HL system become less significant as the
number of modulating phases increases. For example, In Fig.3.3

for BPSK atYn=10dB, the required CNR of the HL system to
achieve pes=10-5 is 2.5dB less than that of LA system.

Therefore at this point the HL system has a 2.5dB noise margin.

But in Fig.3.2 for QPSK at yu=20dB, this margin decreases 1.0dB.

The same tendency is observed from the view point of the
interference margin. In Fig.3.3, it is seen that there is a
region in which the error probability for the HL system at
yu=10dB is better than that for the LA system at yn =20dB in

BPSK. In such a region the HL system has a remarkable
interference margin (more than 20dB), and similarly in QPSK the

interference margin is more than 10dB. However, in the octonary

PSK the HL system has has no significant inprovements.

     Now error probability improvements of the HL system are
examined under the up-link noise limited or the up'link
interference limited case. It is assumed that in the up-link
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either noise or interference exists. In Fig.3.4, (!i) denotes an

error probability for the up'link noise limited case and@
denotes an error probability for the up-link interference limited

case. It is found from this figure that the error probability
improvement of the HL system for the up-link interference--limited

case is larger than that for the up-link noise limited. For
example, for Pes=10-5 the HL system has a 12dB interference
margin in @ and a 9dB noise margin in (li) compared with the LA

system.

    Fig.3.5 shows the error probabilities in the presence of
multiple up-link interferences under the condition that the
carrier--to-total interferences power ratio 'yl is fixed to 10dB.

It is seen that the error probability depends severely on the
number of interferences al and that the noise-like interference

case (al=co) causes the worst error probability. For such a
noise-like interference case (i.e., for large az, say, over
four), simplification in computing the error probability may be

made possible by equating with Gaussian noise and by using the
central limit theorem [71].

    Fig.3.6 shows the error probability of MPSK in the presence
intersynbol interference due to adjacent synbols. In Fig.3•6 61

is the parameter of intersynbol interference in (2-18). The
parameters BT and nR of the,transmit filter for each 61 are
shown in Fig.2.3. It is shown that the error probability becomes

worse according to the amount of intersynbol interference, but
the error probability improvements become more significant in the

presence of intersymbol interference.
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3.5 Effects of Cascaded Hard-Limiters

     A transmission systern with cascaded hard"-limiters is shown
in Fig.3.7• The composite wave uk(t) in thekth -link
(k=1,2,...,N+1) consists of the signal Vk(t), a narrow band
Gaussian noise nk(t) with mean zero varianceuK2, and multiple

interferences ik(D: '
                                                   '

     Uk(t) = Vk(t)+ nk(k). ik(t) k=1,2,...,N+1 (3-2s)

 Vo (t)

Vl (t)=

            i1(t)

 TraiisTiit V1Ct) U1(t)
  Filter

iO(t)'iO(t)
-.1(t)

          1st-1ink

                 .--• -             "-         r'
         l iN(t)

         -t(t)
           Nth-link

  Fig.3.7 Nonlinear

           N bandpass

1VN(t) UN(t) VN.1(t) "N+1(t
BPHL
[N]

Coherent
Detector

         i2(t) i3(t)
BPHL V2Ct) "Z(t) BpHL V3(t) U3(t)

 [1] [2]                                    l
      -t(t) nt, n3(t)]
         2nd-link --..-•-"                    --                -.. .-.            --        - -.-    t---
          iN+1(t)

      L=lt>!tlLE-El-.+1(t)

        N+1th-1ink

transmission system composed of

 hard-limiters
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                   ak

           ik(t) = .i.l ikn(t) (3-29)

          tkn(t)= [kn exp{u-'(2T.frot+it,kn)}, n=l,2,''',ak (3-3o)

  where lkn is a constant amplitude, and the phase ipkn is
  uniformly distributed on [O,2T]. Note that uk(t) for lsk<--N
  shows the input to the kth-stage band pass hard--limiter (BPHL)

  [k] and UN+1(t) shows the input to the final coherent detector.

  Then the output signal vk+1(t) of BPHL[k] has a constant
  amplitude and the same phase as that of the inputUk(t) to
  BPHL[k], k=1,2,...,N, where each BPHL output power level may be

  chosen arbitrary, i.e., for this analysis only CNR and CIR are

  required. In the receiver uN+1(t) is coherently demodulated to

  get the message.
      As well as the derivation of P(Åë21Åël) in Section 3.3 the

  conditional p.d.f.P(ipkIipk-1) is represented by

             1 oov
P(ÅëklÅëk-l)= 2. ' .il Tr(.+15' eOSV(Åëk-Åëk-1)fk(V)

                                                         (3-31a)
                                 v                                -+2                                      +2                                          +-e-+2t         co co co 2                                    kl                                        k2                                                ka
fk(V)=  Åíli=o 212=6'' 2i. =o 'ctk k
                           k

        2ki"2ki' ' "2ka
  .(-1) , k '2kl -'2k2 -kka
                              Ykl Yk2 '''Yka k    ( Åíkl! )2( 2k2! )2'''( 2ka ! )2 k
                        k

  'r( X "2ki'2k2"'"Åíkak) iFi [; +2ki+2k2+'''+ 2kak; v+i;-ak2]

    '
                                                         (3-31b)
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 where
      ctk : kth"link cNR,

      ykn: ciR of kth'link nth interference,

      ak : number of kth-link interferences.

                            '                                                                ' The p•d•f•P(ÅëN+1) of the received phaseÅëN+i is obtained by an

 N-fold convolution as

          2T 2T 2T
P(ÅëN+l)= i i'''f P(ÅëN+l1ÅëN)'''p(Åë2lÅë1)p(Åë1) dÅëldÅë2'''dÅëN•

          oo o                                                          (3-32)

 With the relation of (3-15), p(ÅëN+1) is derived as

                   . N+l             1v                                                    N+1 P(ÅëN+1)= 51.T '.il 2N+l.rN+l(.,o eOS"(ÅëN+1'e) kll fk(v),

                                                         (3-33)
 where fl(v)=(3-12b), and fk(v)=(3-31b), k=2,3,...,N+1.

      The conditional error probability of the IYfi?SK signal through

  the N-cascaded BPHL system is derived by integrating P(ÅëN+1) Over

  the error region in Fig.2.7.

              ' 1 co vN    PeSI Io, tho = 1 -M - .;.1 2N . rN.1( ..o Sin( VT/M )

                      N+1
              'eOSVe kll fk(V) (3-34)
                                                  ' The average error probability Pes is obtained by averaging
 PeslZe,tho over the synbol pattern. For example, inchiding

 intersymbol interference due to adjacent symbols
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(3-19) is utilized to get the average error probability.

     From (3-34), (3'12b), and.(3d31b), it is found that in the

absence of intersynbol interference the error probability of the
N-cascaded HL system is symmetric about links- l', i.e., the same

error probability is obtained even if the parameters of one
link are exchanged for those of another link. The numerical

-d--------------------------d------- ---------d--------- - "-------------------
t !n the presence of intersymbol interference, this syrnmetrisity

  is also present without first#link.
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results for N=1, and N=2 in the absence of intersynbol
interfrence are shown by the solid lines in Fig.3.8. In a
similar manner to the analysis of Section 3.4, the error
probability of the cascaded LA system is calculated in Fig.3.8
                                        'under the condition that eaeh LA has the same output power as HL
       'system.

     Note that the increase of the number of HL' s does not
significantly degrade the error probability compared to the case

in the LA system.

3.6 Concluding Remarks

     In this chapter the effeets of hard-limiting on MPSK are

diseussed in the presence of intersynbol interference, RF
interference, and Gaussian noise. Considering intersynbol
interference as RF interference, the p.d.f. of the detected phase

is derived. Integration this p.d.f. over the error region yields

the error probability. A comparison with the linear channel is
performed in order to clarifying the effects of the hard'limiter.

Numerical results show that the HL system has the noise
suppression, 'the intersymbol interference suppression, and RF

interference suppression effects. The error probability of
N"-cascaded hard-limiter system is also discussed.
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                          CHAPTER 4

                   EFFECTS OF SOFT-LIMITING

4.1 Introduction

     The soft-limiter can model not only more practically the
travelling wave tube (TWT) than the hard-limiter, but also
preeisely the new systems [10],[29],[35] which provide the
limiter on board. Sato and Mizuno introduced a soft-limiter with
a linearlizer [10]. It was equipped ahead of the TWT in order to

overcome the TWT nonlinearity and radio frequency (RF)
interference. They showed that this device yielded significant
interference immunity effects in phase shift keying (PSK) signal

transmission by a INTELSAT V simulator. The soft-limiter is
expected to be one of the effeetive models for the TWT in future

satellite systems. .
     For this soft-limiting channel, there are few studies on
analytieal methods. For example, Ekanayake and Taylor have
analyzed the binary PSK (BPSK) error probability in the
soft-'limiting channel using the moment space technique [52]. But

this work does not consider the influences of RF interference and

the limiting level of the soft-limiter.

     In this chapter, the effects of the soft-limiter in
interference environment is discussed. Using the joint
probability density funetion (p.d.f.) of the up"link eomposite

wave, the p.d.f. of the receiver input wave is derived with the

aid of the Gram - Charlier expansion. Through this p.d.f., the
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error probability is obtained to show the system performances.
Also comparisons with the hard-limiting channel and the linear

channel are done in order to clarify the effect of the
soft-limiter [72],[73].

4.2 Probability Density Function of Detected Amplitude

     In this section the moments of the satellite output v2 (t)
and the down--link disturbances n2(t)+a2(t) is derived in order

to obtain the moments of the received input wave
v2(t) +n2 (t)+ i2(t)• Using these moments, the p.d.f. of u2(t)

is obtained with the aid of the Gram -- Charlier expansion.

(1) Moments of V2(t)

     The vector diagram of the receiver input wave u2(t) is shown

in Fig.4.1. The up'blink composite wave ul(t) is represented by

"/' f
ok

P
(x,y

-I2

p g --•:>

/

PtukÅédi oqoAe- --- )U2 N2

// Region 1
pcr oo

e2Ol -Ul

-V2

inphase

/ eormponent

Fig.4.1 Vector diagram of reeeived wave

         and error region
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         ul(t)= uo(t)+io(t)+nl(t)+il(t), (4--1)

where

    uo(t) : desired BPSK signal in (2--10),

    io(t) : intersynbol interference component in (2-11),
    nl(t) : up-link Gaussian noise in (2-22),

    il(t) : up-link RF interference in (2-20).

Here the number of up-link interferences is assumed to be one
(al=1)• Using p(Z,Åël) in (3'-1) and G(Z) in (2-23), The qth
moment mu(q) of the inphase component of v2(t) is obtained as

        .u(q) . IgoA I[iT (uoZA)q cosqÅë1 p(z,Åë1) d.Åëldz

              + f"u'oA l2oT eosqÅëi p(z,Åëi) czÅëidz• (4-.2)

For convenience, (4-2) is decomposed as

             mu(q)= sl(q)+s2,(q). (4-3)

where

                                  '
        si(q)= fooo fo2" eosqÅëi p(z,Åëi)dÅëidz, (4-4)
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   .2(g) . fgoA fg•"{(uozA)q-.1} ,.,qÅë]- p(z,tp1) dÅë1 dz- (4-s)

                             '

Note that Sl(q) is due to the hard-limiting component ofG(Z) ,
and El2(q) denotes the non- hard-limiting component ofG(Z) .
First using P(Åë1) in (3-12), s!(q) is rewritten with the
equation of

  tt fgTeosnÅë eosm(o+e) dÅë

                 n:                                    n-m                                     2 : non-negative       ( 2n (n 2-m:)(p;m:) Cosme,

       , integer     -<

       l o, n2"M: otherwise (4-6)

to get

                                      2-v+ Åí
  si(q) ?,[..qlg2, ,l,:/, (vq) eosve ig'i'Xiii;i] ,i, i-,l l,2

         • r[ g- v+2 ] IFI[ g -v+ 2; q-2v+1; - cti ]

         + ( O, q : even
           k(q;2)/2q, q : odd ,

                    '                                                        (4-7)
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where

          : effective up-link carrier'-to-noise power ratio (CNR)    "i
          ' in (3-6),

    yfi : effective up'link carrier-to-interference power ratio

            (CIR) in (3-7),

    [q/2] : greatest integer <q/2,

and
                                         '
                         q:                (g)=ili:.J-iTJ!'v):v: ' (4-s)

     Next s2(q) is evaluated in a similar manner of sl(q) with
(4-7).

With the relation of (4-6), (4'5) becomes

     s2(g) "[.g.//o2],.co/o ,i eq-2. (.g) cosve i2-i(q).2i.n,)-2..z

                                    1 q-2v+2
          . voq-2v+2n (i+yo-i+2yo- 2eos vo) 2

n

n:(2:)

   2Åí
I
 11

( al/f2- )q-2V+2( 2+n )+2

• {(

2  r[q-2v+1] r[g-2v+n+1]

r [q-•2v+n+Åí+l]
         - -fifgo"z

     z                  )q
-L

  2o CO SiPo) A

    --44-
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Expansion

yields

     .2(q)

 •IFI[q-2v+Åí+1;q-2v+1; - z2/2u12] dz .

of IFI[.;.;.] with the relations of [42,p.1073]

IFI[ct;B;-(n] = exp(-`c) IFI[B-ct;B;x]

              r[e] co r[a+n] zn
 IFI[a;e;z] =                    2
              r [a] n=Or [c+n] n:

-[ .q .//g],:/, ,:, l.l/i (.q)e,-2, eosvc iEi-iiil, )(,,)

     , q-2v+Åí+n+i+l    ct1 r[q-2v+2+n+1] r[i-n-2]
 .
     72        r[q-•2v+n+l] r[ -n-Åí] I'[i+q-2v+l]    Yl

  -(Alq B2q-2v+2i+l - Bq-2v+2i+1 ) '

       .expresslon

                11
. fg( i+yo-i"2yo"' Zos Vo )T yn .xp ( ..i y2 ) dy

(4-9)

(4-10)

(4--11)

2(i:)

where the

B
 n

(4-12)

(4-•-13)
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ean be calculated by the recurrenee relation:

                            ll
                          ---     (n"1)Bn = {A(i+yo-'1+2yo2eosipo)2}"'iexp(-ctIA2)

             '2ai Bn.2. (4'14)
Substituting (4'-7), (4--12) into (4-3), the qth moment mu (q) of

the inphase component of v2(t) is obtained.

(2) Moments of n2 (t) + i2 (t)

     The characteristic function MD(u) of the down-link
disturbances n2 (t) + i2 (t) is represented by

     MD( u) = Jo( i2i u) exp( -u22 u2 /2) (4-is)

where I21 is the amplitude of the down'link interf'erence, o22 is

the down-link noise power, and cTo(.) is the zero--order Bessel

function. The number of down-link interferences is assumed to be
one (a:2=1). Expansion of cT(.) and exp(.) in (4-15) yields

                             q
           - co qs2 (-o2 (ui2/2)hh(i2i/2)q-2h .q
    MD( u) 2
             q=O

Then qth moment mD

obtained with the

        mD(q) = [

  h o hl (q.-22h :)2

               '(q) of the disturbances
recurrence relations

qs2

 h=o Md(q,h), q:

       O, q:

            -46-
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where

                                            2                             Y21 ( q/2 - h+l )
          md(q,h) = md(q,h-1) . •
                                 2ct2 h

          Md(q,h) = md(q-2.h) h (q-1)

                                2Y2 i (q/2 -h )2

          Md(O,O) = O
                                                        (4-18)

and
     a2 (=112G22) : down-link CNR,

     Y21(=112I212) : down-link clR.

(3) Probablity Density Function of U2 (t)

     Since the receiver input wave or2 (t) consists of statistical
independent variables V2(t) and n2(t)+iit), the pthmoment

Mx(p) of the inphase component x in Fig.4.1 is represented by

                  p          m.(p) = q2.o (Pq) Mu(P-q) MD(q)' (4-ig)

              '
where mu (q) and mD (q) are given by (4-'3) and (4-17) respectively.

From (4-19) the conditional p.d•f.p(xilo,tho) of X can be derived

with the aid of the Gram - Charlier expansion (see APPENDIX C).

                       co         p(xpo,Qo) " p.Zo p\, llhiiill exp(-x2) ffp(x), (4--2o)

                                            '                                                     '

where
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      [p/2]
R(p)" 2
       q=O

(-1 )q (2g-1):: (2P q) M. (p-2q)
.

(4-21)

and

        [p/2]
Hp(X) = qio (-1 )q (2q-1):: (2P q) ,,p-2q

(4-22)

are the Hermite polynomials, also

(2i-l)I: = (2i-1)(2i-3)•••3•l . (4•-23)

4.3 Error Probability

     The error occurs when the inphase component x of the
reeeiver input wave U2 (t) becomes negative under the condition of
Xo=O. Therefore integrating p(xllo,tho) over the error regionx<O
as shown in Fig.4.1, the conditional error probability Pes)Io,"o

for BPSK becomes

pesimo,ipo = f9.
p( cIMo,tho) dx

==

.,-i .fe.                    coexp(-x2/2) dx - Z
                  p=1

where Io, tpo are the
interference component

over symbol patterns,

amplitude and the phase

given in (2-13), (2-14)

  the average error

plil2i flp--i(o)•

            (4-24)

 of the intersymbol
. Averaging (4'-24)

probability Pes is
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 Including the effects of intersynbol interference due

  syrnbols, four conditional error probabilities must be

  in order to get the average error probability, i.e.,
    'X-1,Xo,Xl : OOO, OOI, 100, 101 as shown in

    --p---d----- ---- ---"----------------p----t---------p - ----

N LA

xN
x

A=t.O
O,B

O.5

NÅ~
al=10dB

Yu=2o
Y21=20

o

t ln practical calculations, the moments arround <x> is

 available to get the coeffieient P(p) in (4--21). Then
 conditional error probability is expressed by

    pes1io,"o 'k2. f-`.a."exp(-x2/2) dx ' piii plftii exp(-<c>2i2) Hp.-i((x>) .
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     The numerical results of the error probability for no
intersymbol interference case are shown by the solid lines in
Fig.4.2. To clarify the effects of the soft-limiter, also the
error probability for the linear channel is calcu!ated which has

linear amplifier (LA) instead of the soft-limiter under the
condition that LA output power is l12 (refer Section 3.4). The

result is shown by broken line in Fig.4.2• In Fig.4.2 the error
probability for A =O (hardd-limiter) is identical to that of the

method in Chapter 3.

     First note that the soft-limiting system (A=O,"',1) is
superior to the LA system although the soft-limiter output power
is smaller than the LA output powert . The error probability for

the soft-limiting system becomes smaller according to decrease
ofA , and A =O yields the best performance.
     Next at Pes=10-4 the difference of down-link CNR ct                                                        between                                                      2
A=O andA=O.5 is only O.5dB. Therefore the region of A< O•5
( where the limiting-level is lower than half the signal ampli'

tude ) is considered to be sufficient for practical uses.

4.4 Coneluding Remarks

     In this chapter an analytical method has been presented for

clarifying the effects of the soft-limiter in BPSK satellite
systems in the presence of RF interference. Using the joint
p.d.f. of the up-link composite wave the p.d.f. of the received

wave has been derived with the aid of the Gram ' Charlier
expansion. Then by integrating this p.d.f. over the error
---------------------------------------p-------------i-i-------d-------------
t Except for A =O : the same output power.
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region, the error probability has been obtained• The numerical

results have shown that the error probability becomes less
according to decrease of the soft'limiter limiting levelA ,
and thatA =O yields the best performance. Especially the region

of A< O.5 (where the limiting level is lower than half the
signal amplitude) is considered to be suitable for practical uses.

The method presented in this chaper is easily extended to the
                                                  'multi--intereference case.
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5.1 Introduction

     Recently in order to achieve the efficient utilizatin of
frequency spectrum, the quadrature carrier modulations with base
band pulse shaping or filtering [26],[27] is expected to be more

preferable than the phase shift keying (PSK). Especially in the

satellite channels, the constant envelope modulations such as
quarternary PSK (QPSK)t, offset QPSK (OQPSK), and minimum shift

keying (MSK) are considered to be suitable. Murakami, Furua,
Matsuo, and Sugiyama have compared the perforniances of QPSK,
OQPSK, and MSK systems in the satellite channels where adjacent

channel interferences are taken into accout with both AM-AM, and
A]Yl-PM conversions of the satellite travelling wave tube (TWT),

and showed that in the narrow'-band condition QPSK yielded the
best performance, but in the wide'band condition MSK was most
preferable [32]. Fang has shown also the superiority of MSK in

the wide band condition, and fur.thermore the hard limiter ahead

of the TWT was introduced as an efficient device to improve the

performanee [33]. These works was performed by computer
simulations. In the analytical methods, on the other hand, there

are few comparative studies among QPSK, OQPSK, and MSK satellite

systems in the presence of radio frequency (RF) interference.

----d-----------d----p-----p-d------b------d------------------------------iPh---

t or quadrature PSK
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For QPSK, Huang, Omura, and Lindsey have examined the bit error

probability with TWT nonlinearlities and RF interference by a
two-dimensional moment technique [63]. Especially the hard-

limiting channel gives the best performance in any
nonlinearities there. But in the analysis method, the
expectation with respect to intersymbol interference is a
tremendous task because the expectation must be taken for the
nonlinear output signal.

     In this chapter, the results obtained in Chapter 3 is
developed to demonstrate the system comparisons among QPSK, OQPSK

and MSK, using an equivalent model in which an intersymbol
interference component does not pass through the hard-limiter.
That is, in order to avoid the complicated expectation due to the

nonlinearity, an equivalent model is newly introduced, where a

desired signal is first disturbed by up-link interference and
down-link noise before the hard-limiter, then disturbed by the
intersynbol interference component, up-link interference, and
up'link noise after the hard-limiter. This model has a different

amplitude distribution but the same phase distribution at the
receiver input as the results of a syrnmetric property between the

both links. ,The characteristic function of the received inphase

channel ampl•itude is derived using the probability density
function (p.d.f.) of down'link phase shift for down-link analysis

and the moment technique for up-link analysis. Then the bit
error probability is obtained with the aid of the Gram-Charlier

expansion in order to compare the system performances among QPSK,

OQPSK, and MSK. Furthermore a comparison with the linear channel

is made for clarifying the noise margin, the interference margin,
or the BT margin due to the hard--limiter [75],[76].
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5•2 Minimum Shift Keying Signals

    QPSK, OQPSK, and MSK signals are expressed bY (see Fig.5.1)

           u o (t ) " u'Vo (t ) e x p (g' 2T f ot ) , (5"1)

where

  UtVo(t)= [ lll AI.1 sin{ 9(t+AT-mlT)} rect{(t-m!T)/T}]

        +g'[ il2 AQ.2 Sin{ g(t-M2T)} rect{(t-AT-m2T!T}],

           ' (5--2)                   '

                                   t inphase c'hannel

     QPSK ;
                                   t quadrature ehannel

                                   t inphase ehannel
     OQPSK :
                                   t quadrature channel

                                   t
MSK

Fig.5.

:

l

  ---vvC t
Base band pulse shapes of

    }={O,1,O,1}, {XUIMI <im2}
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and fo is

and Xc)n2

channels

in (2p3).

        112, MSK,OQPSK   A"{ o, QpsK, (5'3)

   g(t)=i;t/ II Ii: Ks K,oQpsK, (5'4)

 the carrier frequency, T is the synbol duration, X                                                     ]tn1
 (Å}l) are binary messages of inphase and quadruture
respectively, and rect(') is the window fuqction defined

  After passing through the transmit filter,

                 '  V l (t ) = vNl (t ) e x p (g' 2r f ot ). (5-5)

where

   N  VI (t)" [ Il ; iml q (t-MIT) ] + g'[ Il 2XQrn2 9( t'AT- M2T)]•

                                                          (5--6)

In (5-6), q(t)'is the single pulse responce for QPSK, OQPSK, or

MSK, and defined by

 q(t). t J.co. reet{ T/T} h'"(t-T)dT, QpsK,oQpsK

             co rect{ T/T} sin{T(T+T/2)IT} h'"(t-T) dT, MsK,        t J--

                                                          (5-7)
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       Nwhere h(t) is the lowpass equivalent impulse response of the

transmit filter, and foT is an integer. Since it is assumed that

the inphase and quadruture channe!s are symmetric, and Ximz and

XQm2 are equiprobable, only the analysis in the inphase channel

is represented without loss of generality. (5-6) is rewritten

as

                                           '        vl( t ) - uoso( t ) + i'oV( t ) ( s- s )

where

        u6(t)=q(t) exp(g'2nfot) (s-g)

         x        io(t)= { ioc(t) +g' ios(t)} exp(e' 2rfot), (s-lo)

                                                '

and

        iOC(t)= iiilAI.19(t-mlT), (5-11)
               (MlfO)

        ios(t)= Ii2AQm2 q(t-AT-m2T),

                                                        (5-12)

           'Note that u` oV (t) is the desired signal in the inphase ehannel,
and zg' o(t) are an intersymbol interference component due to both

the inphase and the quadruture channels. In Fig.5.2(a), the
transmit filter ouputVl (t) is transmitted through the band pass

hard-limiter (BPHL) with the disturbances of RF interference
il(t), i2(t) and Gaussian noisenl(t),n2(t) on both up-link and
  '

.- s6-



   i   1
7Jl( t )

(t)

Vo(t)

Vo(t)=

 1rar. stt
 Filter

Uo(t)+i

"1(t)

o(t)

BPHL

'2( t)

i2(t)

  "2(t)

nl(t)

 (a) Conventional model

n2(t)

Coherent
eteet,"'.on

i'(t)(t)
vi(t) u5(t)

BPHL
'x i'(t)

Coherent
eteetion

nE(t) ni(t)

(b) Equlvalent model

Fig.5.2 Mode1for hd" rd- liniting satellite system

down"'link

constant
[4!].

in (2-20)--(2-22).

envelope and the
   The output
same phase angle

of

 as

the

that

BPHL

of the

has a
 . Input

5.3 Equlvalent Mode1 for Error Probability Analysis

     Zn this'section, an equivalent model for the error
probablity analysis is introduced. For zero phase transmitted
(Xzo =O), an error occurs when the inphase component x of the
received wave becomes negative in Fig.5.3(a). This event
corresponds to the event that T12<g2< 3T/2. Therefore the bit
error probability Peb becomes

Peb = probablity

= probablity

[x< o]
[nj2 < Åë2 <3vr12] . (5-13)
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Fig.5.3 Veetor diagram and error region

in hard-limiting satellite system.

Hence, if an equivalent system in Fig.5.2(b) has the same
statistical properties ofÅë2 , the both systems of Fig.5.2(a) and

Fig.5.2(b) yield the same error probability.

     The received phase e2 in Fig.5.3(a) consists of the up-link

phase shiftÅë1 and the down-link phase shifte2 as

                   02=Åë1'e2 . (5-14)

Here, the up-link phase shift Ol depends only on the up-klink

parameters : up-link carrier--to-noise power ratio (CNR) ct1,

up-link carrier-to-interference power ratio (CIR) yln
(n=l,"',al), and carrier-to-intersymbol interference power ratio

Yo as shown in (3-12). On the other hand the down-link
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phase shift e2 depends only on the down-link parameters :
down-link CNR or2 , down-link CIRy2i(i=1"",E}2) as shown in
(3'13). Therefore due to the statistical independence of both the

up-!ink and the down-link, an exchange of the up'link and the
down-link is possible to get the same statistical properties of

the received phase. That is, in the euivalent model in
Fig.5.2(b) and Fig.5.3(b), the desired signal is disturbed by the

down-link interference and noise before entering'the BPHL, and

disturbed by the intersymbol interference component, up--link
inteference, and up-link noise after passing through the BPHL.
Though the amplitude distribution of Ui(t) in Fig.5.2(b) is
different from that ofu2(t) in Fig.5.2(a), the received phase of

both ztl(t) and u2(t) have the same distribution. Therefore the

error probability can also represented by

     Peb = Probability [ac' <O]. (5-14)

Here note that the BPHL output power can be chosen arbitrary, so

long as the parameters of CNR,s and CIR's are fixed.

5.4 Probabili•ty Density Function in Equivalent Model

     In this section the p,d.f. of the inphase componentx. in
Fig.5.3(b) is derived. Zn Fig.5.2(b) and Fig.5.3(b), the
receiver input dl(t) is represented by

      "i (t)= u6(t)+ i6 (t)+ ii (t)+ ni (t), (5-i5)
                                                   '
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where

u6

i6

ii

ni

(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

= g (o) exp [J'{ 2zfot+ e2 (t)} ],

  io(t) exp {g' e2 (t)},

  il (t) exp{g' e2 (t)},

  nl (t) exp{g' e2 (t)},

(S-16)

(5-17)

(5-18)

(5-19)

and e2(t) is the phase difference between v5 (t) and u?2 (t). Here,

since the BPHL output level can be chosen arbitrary so long as
the CNR's and CIR's are fixed, the BPHL output level is set to
q(O) for convenience. That is, it is assumed that the desired
signal power at the transmitter output equals to' the BPHL power.
The characteristic functionMx.(u) of :' is derived at the
                    which is a midpoint of the syrnbol. From nowsample instant t                 o
on, the subscript to is omitted for simplicity. Using (5-11),
(5'12), (5-15)-(5d19), the inphase component X' in Fig.5.3(b)

is expressed by

         x' = (i oc+1) cose2r ios sin e2+ W, (s-2o)

where

            al
         w= 2 Il.cos(Pl.+ e2)+ h""ICOS(Cl+e2)• (s-21)
           n=1
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Alsoioc,i os are the inphase and the quadrature components of
intersynbol interferenee given in (5'11),(5'-12), andW is due to

the up'"link interferences and noise in (2"20)'(2'22). The

characteristic function Mx,(u) is defined by

                           '
           Mx.(u) = < exp(g'ztx')>

                                                  '                    co                 = pio Mx.(p) (g'u)P / p: , (s-22)

where <.> denotes the expectation, and mx.(p) is a pth moment of

x,. Using (5"-20), Mx.(p) is expressed by

                   pbc
        mx,(p) = bEo .io dEo(g) (2) (fi) (g'u)plp:

                .< iocdiosb-C cosCe2 sinb-Ce2 wP-b > ,

                                                        (5-23)
where ({]) is the combination in (4-8). Now in (5-21), Since,

the phases thln of the up-link nth interference izLn(t) and 41 of

the up-link nbise nl(t) are uniformly distributed on (O,2T), then

thln+ e2 and gl+ e2 are also uniformly distributed independently

of e2• Then the expectation in (5-23) can be devided into three

parts, using the statistical independence among ioc,ios,e2 , and

                  --- ---k) . Furthermore sinee zoc,zos have symmetrical distributions,

     <iocd iosb '-C>so, d, b-c : odd . (s-24)

Therefore (5-23) can be rewritten as
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                p b c (b-c)12                                                b-c     MX'(P)= bio cio dio .io (bP) (eb) (dC)(?t )(-i)e

        • (b--c,d:even)

          •(e'u)Plp: g(o)C-d Me2(c+2e) mlo(d,b'c) mw(p-b),

                                                    (5-25)
where

          mo2 (q)=< cosq e2 >, (s-26)

         mlo(rl,r2) -- < iocrl iosr2 ., (s.27)

                                              '
                 al
     MU'(q) = ` {nEi ilneOS(Vi.)+ "kcos(ck) } q >. (5-28)

(1) Der ivatiOn Of Me2 (q)

     The p.d.f.p (e2) is derived asp(Åë21 Åëb. ) in (3-13) wheree2 =

 Åë2 -Åël . Therefore using the relation of (4-6), Me2(q) is obtained

as
                             'me 2 (q)= I -co. cosqe2 p(e 2) de 2

          q•      = 2:.3/2fo]q 2q(qr-2(il2.(iqi) f2(q-2V)+ { 20-q(qqi2) , qq•l'ISI.

                                                     (5-29)
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where

    f2 (V)=(3-13b).

(2) Derivation ofMIo (rl,r2)

     The joint moment Mlo(u,v) can be derived from the character-

istic funetion of intersymbol interference. For convenience,
R!(ml) and RQ(m2) are defined as

   R!(Mz) " g(mlT), mz=-+-1,Å}2,••',Å}Lr : QpsK,oQpsK,A(sK (5-30)

   R,(%) -• { g,(:,2I2,',ei=2Silliil1IlLkl,?l?l,,.,

                                    : OQPSK,MSK (5-31)

whereq (t) is the pulse responce of the transmit filter in (S-7),

ml and m2 are the synbol numbers in both inphase and quadrature

channels. In what follows, the effects of intersymbol
interference due to previous LI and consective LI synbols are
icluded for each channel. Using (5--30), (5'31), the character-

istic function MIo(u,V) is

             '

   M io (U ,V )= <.i ?.2e xp{ g' uRi (rrul) + jvRQ Gn2) } >

             = n cos {Rl (rm,) u} ' n cos {RI (tn2) v}.

              ML irh. (s-32)
    To evaluate (5-32), first expanding cos[)Rx artL)'] with the
gth cumulant BI(Ml)(g) Of RI(Ml),
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                            co      COS [ RI (rrhl)U]= exp {gioBI (Ml) (g) !sirZll-}-9Ulg },

where BI(Ml)(g) is derived by recurrence relations [63]

        BI (Ml) (g)= A (2 g) (-- 1) g (2g) :R !2g iml) ,

and

 A(2g)= [2'-,il: -,g.Z-,i (-i)g-'k E {2"(,(ikg))}:'

 A(2g+1)=O
                                                   '
 A(2)=-112

which are given from the derivative of (5-33). From the

statistical independence among synbol series,

                               co                               2 Bi(g)(g'u)g/g:},      rnnl COS{RI <lrh.)U}= eXP{ g.o

                              '
where

              Bi (g) = E B i (Ml) (g) .

                      Ml

Expanding exp(.) in (5-36),
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:

  (5-34)

(5-35)

(5-36)

(5-37)



ll

Ml
cos{RI <lrtL)U}

   co
- 2DI
  g=O'

(g) (g'u) g1g:
,

(5-38)

where
                g
       D i (g) " 2 ( i• : ii) Bi (i)

               i=1

       DI(O)=1

    Next the components of RC!(m2)

fashion as that of RI(ml)•

Dl(g-i)

can

)•

be rewritten ln a

(5-39)

similar

wnere

ll cos{RQ (wf V}

DQ(h)-

DQ(O)=1

h
2(

i=1

   co-2
  h=O

h-1
i-1

DQ(h)(g'v)

)BQ(i) D Q

h lh:    '

(h"i)

'

(5--4O)

(5-41)

BQ(h)
- Z BQ (M2? (h)

  m2
'

(5-42)

and

BQ (mp (h)- A(2h)(-1) h (2h):R  2hQ (rrl2)•
(5-43)

Thus from (5-38) and (5-40), the characteristic function M
1o

(il ,V)
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becomes

   Mio("'V)=.i.o.2E.omio(rz,r2)-!StZfi]L;Lliil3?2E2-U)l,ZfJ'V:)r2, (s-44)

where

                 co co   mlo(rl,r2)= g.Eo hio DI(g)DQ(h) -g/iZll-l-Efil,gE: )h . (s..4s)

                            '(3) Derivation of Mu,(q)

     w is eomposed of the updlink interference 1 (t) and the

up-link noisenl(t) . The moments of w are obtained in a
similar manner in Seetion 4.2 (b). In the case of one
interference in the up'link (al.=1), the qth moment of W becomes

              q/2
               2 mu,(q,h), q:even    Mu,(q)=[h=O o, q:odd , (5-46)

where

    Mu,(q,h) = mu,(q,h-1) Yll (g-•h+1)2

                             2ct h                              1
                     '                          h(q-i) q(o )2

    Mu,(q,h)=Mu,(q-2,h) 2yll(g -h)2 . (s-47)

    mu,( o,o )=1
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and

ct 1 (aq(O)212u 2)
Yll (g(o)2 /Ill 2)

:

:

up-1ink

up-1ink

CNR,

CIR.

    Therefore
characteristic

Using the

from (5-22),

function M
         x)

Mx. (u), the

(5-25)
(u ) is

p•d.f.

,(5--29),(5-45),

obtained.

P(x. )

(5-46)
' the

is represented by

p (`xr' ) = f.co.. M..

       -- ir. ,s,

(u) exp(-g'ut ') cZx'

 (g'u )P

  p: mx' (P ) exp ( -g' ztx ) dx'
(5-48)

This integration can

Charlier expansion as

be performed with

 (see APPENDIX C)

the aid of the Gram-

p(af ) S F•(,)
po p:!T2.

exp(-x2/2) H
p

(x).
(5-50)

where

F'(p)
  [p/2]

-2   q=O
( -oq (2q-1) l! (2q q) m.. (p-2q)

(5-51)

Also (2q-1)
(4--22).

tr   =te (4-23), and %(•) are the Hermite polynomials in
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5.5 Error Probability

     In the inphase channel with XIo=O, the error oceurs when x.

becomes negative. Therefore the bit error probability Peb is
obtained by integrating P(X') over the error region (O ,-co),

    peb = J"O. p(x,) czx.

       =,!s2 ;1. JeO. exp('a'212) dx "' p:/i pl',/lsF:i Hp-1(O)'

                                                          (5-32)

     In numerical calculations, the cosine roll off filter in
(2-16) is utilized for the transmit filter. For the cosine roll
off filter, the pulse responceg(t) of the transmit filter for

QPSK, OQPSK, and MSK are derived in forms involving sine and
cosine integrals (see APPENDIX A). The numerical results of the

bit error probability Peb of the hard-limiting (HL) system are

shown by the solid lines in Figs.5.4'5.11, where LI=5 is used for

the effects of intersymbol interference. To clarify the effects

of the hard-limiter, also the bit error probabilities in the lin'

ear channel are shown by thebroken lines in Figs.5.6-5.9. In the
linear channel analysis, a line,ar arnplifier (LA) is used instead

of the BPHL in Fig.5.2(a) (cf. Section 3.4).

     In Figs•5•4-5.11, nR is a roll off factor, and B is a 6dB

band width of the transmit filter.• First, the band limiting
   tteffects between QPSK, OQPSK, and MSK are compared in the hard-

limiting channel. Fig.5.4 shows the superiority of MSK in the

d-------------- ------------------ --------d-"- -------"------------"-------------

  cf. foot note on page 49.
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region of BT>1.65, but in the sinaller BT region QPSK outperforms

MSK, which was observed by the earlier computer simulations
[32],[33]. Note further that in no interference case of Fig.5.4,

the crossing of the error probability curves between QPSK and MSK

occurs at BT---1.65, but in the presence of up-!ink interference

(CIR :YLl =10dB) of Fig.5.5, the crossing occurs at less BT
(=1.50). The physical understanding of this phenomenon can be
made by using a simplified model without intersymbol interfer-
ence. In the sampling instant, for MSK, an instanteneous power
of the desired signal in the inphase channel equals to the total

signal power because the power of the quadrature channel is zero
for MSK (see Fig.5.1). On the other hand, for QPSK, the power of

the desired signal in the inphase chnnel is half of the total
                     'signal power. Thus in the condition that both MSK and QPSK have

the same total signal power, the effective signal power of MSK is

3dB larger than that of QPSK. In this analysis, C-iR is defined

as the total signal power-to -- interference power ratio•
Therefore the effective CIR of MSK is 3dB larger than that of

QPSK. This CIR margin of MSK which may deerease with the
intersynbol interference is considered to affect the error
probability significantly. In the presenee of a strong
interference,•MSK may be more preferable than QPSK even if the BT

becomes smaller.

     Second, the error probability improvements due to the hard-

limiter are compared between MSK and QPSK. In Figs.5.6-5.9, the

HL system yields the better performance than the LA system in
almost all practical values of the pararneters. From Fig.5.6 for
MSK, it is found that the HL system has the ctz (up-"link CNR)
margin of 3dB at (Pe=10-3,yu=20dB) compared with the LA system•

Furthermore the error probability for the HL system atyn=20dB
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is better than that for the LA sytem at Y!.l=co. Therefore the
HL system has the Yn (up'-link CIR) margin of more than 20dB in

this region. 'Fig.5.7 shows that HL system has the superiority of
the BT margin of O•2 at (Pe=!O-3,yu =20dB). For QPSK in

Figs.5.8-5.9, it is also observed that the error probability
improvements due to the hard-limiter as well as in MSK case, but

the error probability is worse than that of MSK in both the HL
and the LA systems because of the large BT (=2.0).

     Next the effects of the roll off factor nR on the bit error

probability are examined for QPSK and MSK. In Fig.5.10 for MSK,
in the region of small BT (< 1.0) the curve for nR =1.0 gives the

best performance in the three cueves, but in the region of large

BT (>1.9) the curve for nR =O.O is more preferable. The error

probability is a monotonic funetion of BT, except fornR=O.O,
where the intersynbol interference component with the complicated
zero crossing of q(t) makes the curve unpredictable. These
effects also exist in QPSK case of Fig.5.11.

5.6 Concluding Remarks

     In this chapter, the analytical method has been presented
for demonstrating the effects of band'limiting on QPSK, OQPSK and

MSK in the hard-limiting satellite systeTns with RF interference.

The equivalent system model has been introduced in which the
intersynbol interferenee component does not pass through the
hard-limiter. Using this model, the characteristie function of
the received amplitude in the inphase channel has been derived

without the eomplicated expectation with respect to the
intersynbol interference component at the nonlinear output. Then
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the bit error probability has been obtained with the aid of the

Gram-Charlier expansion.

     The numerical results have shown that in the region of
small BT QPSK was better than MSK or OQPSK, but the smaller BT or

the existence of interference made MSK preferable compared with

QPSK or OQPSK. Furthermore the comparison with the linear
channel has been made for clarifying the effects of the
hard-limiter, and the CNR margin, the CIR margin, or the BT
margin of the hard'limiter has been discussed. The method
presented here is applicapable to any non-Gaussian up-link
interferers whose moments are known. But another problems of
nonlinear output spectrum, another type nonlineality and optimum

pulse shaping have been remained for further investigations.
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 CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

     This work has analytically investigated the error
performances of phase shift keying (PSK) signals in nonlinear

channels. As typical nonlinear channels, the satellite channels

have been introduced : the band'limited M-ary PSK signal is
transmitted through the hard-limiting or soft-limiting satellite

transponder with the disturbanees of radio frequency (RF)
interferences and Gaussian noises in both up-link and down-link.

The probability density functions of the received waves have been

utilized to obtain the error probabilities. The obtained
expressions for the error probabilities arel analytically
tractable and applicable to arbitrary numbers of modulating
phases, nonlinearities, interferences and repeaters. The error
probabilty improvements due to the limiter have been discussed
through a comparison with the linear channel. Furthermore, in
order to clarify the error performance of PSK in the nonlinear
channels, a comparison with the minimum shift keying (MSK) system

has been performed, introducing a new equivalent model.

     The main results obtained in this work can be summarized as

follows.

(1) The satellite system equiped with the hard'limiter on board

     yields the remarkable error probability improvement due to

     the noise suppression, the interference suppression and the

     intersymbol interference suppression effects of the
     hard-limiter. Especially the hard-blimiter suppresses
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(2)

(3)

iRterferences more strongly than noise• In the case where
the transmission system is composed of multi'hard-limiting

repeater, the increase of the number of repeaters does not
severely degrade the error probability compared with the
linear channel case.
                      'The error probability of the soft-limiting system becomes

smaller according to the decrease of the soft-limiter
limiting level, and the hard-limiter case yields the lowest

error probability. The limiting level of half the signal
amplitude is considered to be sufficient to get the fairly

good performance.

In the hard'limiting channel, the error performance of PSK

is better than that of MSK in the narrow-band condition.
But in the wide'-band condition or in the presence of strong

interferences, MSK becomes more preferable than PSK.
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APPENDIX A

Base-'Band Pulse Wave Forms

(1) Rectangular Pulse

     The rectangular

expressed by

 Responce of the Transmit Filter

pulse responce of the transmit filter is

where
(2-16)

Then,

 q(t). f- .OO Eir?'f) v21(.f') exp(o'2Tft) df, (A-1)

  N  H(f) is the cosine roll off filter transfer function in
       N, and Vo(f) is

vo(f)= f-TT//22 rect{I}exp(-g'2rrft)dt= Sie9fir. (A-2)

using (A--1),(A-2) and (2-16), q(t) becomes

q (t) =   1/Pi [ Sl(B(1-E)/2,Pi(T+2t)) - Sl(B(1-E)/2,Pi(T-2t))

+ 11Pi/2 [ Sl(B(1+E)12,Pi(T+2t)) - Sl(B(1-E)/2,Pi(T+2t))

+ 11Pi/2 [ Sl(B(1+E)/2,Pi(T-2t)) -- Sl(B(1-E)/2,Pi(T-2t))

+ cos(PV2/E)/4 [ Cl(B(1+E)/2,Pi(T+2t+1/E/B))

                - Cl(B(1-E)/2,Pi(T+2t+1/E/B)) ]
+ sin(Pi12/E)14 [ Sl(B(1+E)/2,Pi(T+2t+llE/B))

                - Sl(B(1-E)/2,Pi(T+2t+llE/B)) ]
+ cos(Pi12/E)/4 [ Sl(B(1+E)/2,Pi(T-2t+1/EIB))

                - Sl(B(1-E)/2,Pi(T-2t+1/E/B)) ]

]t

]

]
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where

+ sin(Pi/21E)/4

--  cos(Pi12/E)l4

+ sin(Pi/2/E)14

' cos(Pi/2/E)14

+ sin(Pi/2/E)/4

[

[

[

[

[

  Sl(B(1+E)/2,Pi(T-2t+1/E/B))

- Sl(B(1-E)/2,Pi(T-2t+1/E/B))

  Sl(B(1+E)/2,Pi(T+2t-1/E/B))

-•  Sl(B(1-E)/2,Pi(T+2t-1/EIB))

  Sl(B(1+E)/2,Pi(T+2t--11EIB))

- Sl(B(1-E)/2,Pi(T+2t-1/EIB))

  Sl(B(1+E)/2,Pi(T-2t-11E/B))

--  Sl(B(1-E)/2,Pi(T-2t-1/EIB))

  Sl(B(1+E)/2,Pi(T--2t-11EIB))

--  Sl(B(1-E)12,Pi(T--2t-11E/B))

B : 6dB bandwidth of the

T : synbol duration,

E= nR : roll off factor
Pi= T ,

 transmit filter,

of the transmit filter,

]

]

]

]

]) EiE O

 (A'p3)

and

Here,

zero,

Sl(x,y) =

Cl(x,y) =

the time

and the

 delay

te rms

 xY sinzfo z dz

   -fx; eOzsz dz,

   ln( lxD,

   o,

 to of the transmit
with t are utilized

  Y7tO

  y=o, xfO

  y=O, x=o

filter is

       =o for n     R

(A-4)

(A--5)

assumed to be
(E=O).
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(2) Half-Sin Pulse Responce of the Transmit Filter
                             N     Fot the half--sin pulse, Vo(f) is represented by

 vro"(f). f-i//: sin "(t'TT/2) exp(-e'2Tft)df

       .( i co sT fT ( f. l/2T - f- }/2T ), lfl fl/2T

                        T/2, Ifl=1/2T '

Substitution of (A-6), (2-16) into (A-1) yields

q(t) =

+

+

+

.

+

+

+

+

cos(Pi12+PitlT)141Pi

cos(Pi12+PitlT)141Pi

sin(Pi/2+Pit/T)/4/Pi

sin(Pi/2+Pit/T)l4/Pi

eos(Pi!2+Pit/T)/4/Pi

cos(Pi12+PitlT)14/Pi

sin(Pi/2+Pit/T)14/Pi

sin(Pi/2+PitlT)/4/Pi

cos(Pi/2"PitlT)141Pi

cos(Pi/2-Pit/T)/41Pi

[ Cl(B(1+E)12+1/2/T,

 -Cl( 1/2T ,
[ Cl(B(1-E)/2+1/21T,

 -Cl( 112T ,
[ Sl(B(1+E)/2+1/2/T,

 -Sl( 1/2T ,
[ Sl(B(1-E)/2+1/2/T,

 -Sl( ll2T ,
[ Cl(B(1+E)/2--1/2/T,

 -Cl( --1/2T ,
[ Cl(B(1-E)12--112/T,

 rCl( -1/2T ,
[ Sl(B(1+E)/2-ll21T,

 -Sl( -1/2T ,
[ Sl(B(1-E)12-1/2/T,

 -Sl( -1/2T ,
[ Cl(B(1+E)/2+ll2/T,

 --Cl( 112T ,
[ Cl(B(1-E)/2+1/2/T,

-- 8O-

(A-6)

PiT+2PiT)

PiT+2PiT)

PiT+2PiT)

PiT+2PiT)

'PiT+2PiT)

PiT+2PiT)

PiT+2PiT)

PiT+2PiT)

PiT+2PiT)

PiT+2PiT)

PiT+2PiT)

PiT+2PiT)

PiT+2PiT)

PiT+2PiT)

PiT+2PiT)

PiT+2PiT)

PiT-2PiT)

PiT•-2PiT)

P iT-2P iT)

]t

]t

]t

]t

]t

]t

]t

]t

]t



                        --Cl( 112T ,PiT-2PiT) ]t

+ sin(Pi12'PitlT)/4/Pi [ Sl(B(1+E)12+1/2/T,PiT-2PiT)
                        -Sl( 1/2T ,PiT-2PiT) ]t
+ sin(Pi/2--Pitl[r)!4/Pi [ Sl(B(1-E)l2+1121T,PiT-2PiT)
                        -Sl( 1/2T ,PiT-2PiT) ]t
-' cos(Pi/2-PitlT)/4/Pi [ Cl(B(1+E)/2--1/21T,PiT-2PiT)

                        --Cl( -ll2T ,PiT-2PiT) ]t

" cos(Pi/2-Pit/T)/4/Pi [ Cl(B(1-E)/2--112/T,PiT-2PiT)
                        -Cl( -1/2T ,PiT-2PiT) ]t

+ sin(Pil2-PitlT)14/Pi [ Sl(B(1+E)/2-'1!21T,PiT-'2PiT)
                        -Sl( --1/2T ,PiT-2PiT) ]t

+ sin(Pi/2-Pit/T)/4/Pi [ Sl(B(1-E)/2-1121T,PiT-2PiT)
                        -Sl( -112T ,PiT-2PiT) ]t

' cos(Pi!2+Pi/2/E/B+Pit!T+Pi/2E) / 8Pi

                [ Sl(B(1+E)/2+1/2/T,PiT+Pi/EIB+2Pit)

                 -Sl(B(1-E)/2+ll2/T,PiT+PilEIB+2Pit) ]

+ sin(Pi/2+Pi/21E/B+Pit!T+Pi/2E) 1 8Pi

                [ Cl(B(1+E)/2+1121T,PiT+PilE/B+2Pit)

                 --Cl(B(1-E)/2+1121T,PiT+PilEIB+2Pit) ]

+ cos(Pi!2+Pi/2/E/B+Pit!T-Pi/2E) 1 8Pi

                [ Sl(B(1+E)12-1/21T,PiT+Pi/EIB+2Pit)

                 --Sl(B(1--E)12-1/21T,PiT+Pi!E/B+2Pit) ]

+ sin(PV2+Pi/2/E/B+Pit/T--Pil2E) / 8Pi

                [ Cl(B(1+E)/2--1/2/T,PiT+Pi/E/B+2Pit)

                 -Cl(B(1-E)12-112/T,PiT+PilE/B+2Pit) ]

- cos(Pi/2+Pi/21E/B--PitlT+Pi/2E) / 8Pi

                [ Sl(B(1+E)/2+1/2/T,PiT+PilE/B-2Pit)

                 --Sl(B(1-E)12+1/21T,PiT+PilEIB-2Pit) ]

+ sin(Pi12+Pi/21E/B'Pit/T+Pil2E) / 8Pi

                [ Cl(B(1+E)/2+112/T,PiT+Pi!E/B-2Pit)
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                 --cl(B(1-E)l2+112/T,piT+pVEIB-2Pit) ]

+ cos(Pi!2+Pi121EIB-Pit/T-Pi!2E) l 8Pi

                [ Sl(B(1+E)12--112/T,PiT+PilEIB-2Pit)

                 --Sl(B(1--E)12--bl12/T,PiT+Pi/EIB-2Pit) ]

+ sin(Pi/2+Pil2/E/B-Pit/T-Pi/2E) / 8Pi

                [ Cl(B(1+E)12-1/2/T,PiT+Pi/E/B-2Pit)

                 --Cl(B(1-E)/2-ll2/T,PiT+PilE/B-2Pit) ]

+ cos(Pi/2-Pi/21E(B+Pit/T-Pi12E) l 8Pi

                [ Sl(B(1+E)/2+1/2/T,PiT-PilE/B+2Pit)

                 --Sl(B(1-E)l2+112/T,PiT-Pi/EIB+2Pit) ]

-'  sin(Pi/2-Pil2/EIB+Pit/T'Pi12E) l 8Pi

                [ Cl(B(1+E)/2+112/T,PiT--PilEIB+2Pit)

                 -Cl(B(1-E)12+1/21T,PiT--Pi/E/B+2Pit) ]

•-  cos(Pi/2-Pi/21E/B+Pit/T+Pi12E) 1 8Pi

                [ Sl(B(1+E)12-112![Ir,PiT-PilEIB+2Pit)
                 -Sl(B(1--E)/2-1/21T,PiT-Pi/E/B+2Pit) ]

- sin(Pi/2-Pi/21EIB+Pit/T+Pi12E) / 8Pi

                [ Cl(B(1+E)12•-1/2!T,PiT-Pi/E/B+2Pit)

                 -Cl(B(1-E)12-1/21T,PiT-PilEIB+2Pit) ]

+ cos(Pil2-Pi12/E/B-Pit/T-Pi!2E) l 8Pi

                [ Sl(B(1+E)12+1/21T,PiT--Pi/E/B--2Pit)

                 -•Sl(B(1--E)12+1/21T,PiT-Pi/E/B--2Pit) ]

ny- sin(Pi12--Pi121E/B'PitlT-Pil2E) / 8Pi

                [ Cl(B(1+E)/2+1/2/T,?iT-Pi/E/B--2Pit)

                 -Cl(B(1-E)l2+1/2/T,PiT-PilEIB--2Pit) ]

- cos(Pi12--Pi12/E!B-Pit/T+Pi12E) / 8Pi

                [ Sl(B(1+E)/2-1121T,PiT--PilE/B-2Pit)

                 -Sl(B(1-E)/2-l/21T,PiT--Pi/E/B-2Pit) ]

- sin(Pi12-Pi121E/B-Pit/T+Pil2E) / 8Pi

                [ Cl(B(1+E)/2-1121T,PiT-Pi/EIB-2Pit)
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where

terms

Sl(x,y)

with t

           -Cl(B(1-E)/2-112/T

=(A•-4), cl(x,y)=(A-5). For nR

 are utilized.

'
PiT-PilEIB-2Pit) ]

     ,E40 (A-7)

O (E=O), only the

                         APPENDIX B

                      Derivation of IP (Z ,tp1 )

     The characteristic function of the up-link Gaussian
nl(t) in (2'22) is represented by [74]

            Mnle(U)=eXP[-ul2u2/2]

           Mnis(V)=exp[--oi2v2/2] .

Then, the joint p•d•f• P(nle,nls) beCOMeS

             '      P(nlc,nzs) = 412 f:. exp{-o12(u2 . v2)/2}

                  ' exp{- (nleu + nl sv )} du dv.

In Fig.3.1, the up-link composite wave ul(t) terminates

Using (x,y), the point (Z,Åë1) is expressed by

                                al
          X = Uo + IoCO SPo + nle + nil IlnCO Sthln ,

                              -83-
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(B-la)

(B-lb)

  (B-2)

on (Z,Åël)'

 (B-3a)



                           al
        y = iosintho ' nis ' n-2.i iinSin"in '
                                                     (B-3b)

The joint p.d.f. P (X,Y) becomes

P(X'Y)= i2 f-: Lgg exp{-ui2(u2+v2)/2}

        al
       '.-!1 e)tp{ -g'"( X/al - Uo/al'ToeOStho/al - IlncosVJI. )

               -g'v( y/al - Iosinth o/al - Ilnsinip 1. )} du dv • ( B-4 )

Representing the point (x.y) with the polar coordinate form as

           li:ZzC.i.Sgll] (zzo, ostpls 2r), (B-s)

the joint p.d.f. P(Z,Åë1) becomes

P( Z'Åë1) = 412 f- .co f- .co z exp{ -u12( .2 . v2 )/2}

          al
         •n.ll1 exp{"jU( ZeOSOI/a! - IoeOSWo/al - Ilneosthln - Uo/a!)

                                '
                 -g'v( Zsin 1/al - Iosin o/a! - Iln sintp l. )} du dv

                                                      (B-6)

Changing the variables as
  '

                            -84-

.



            v"-llg CsOi:[) (p-2) o, osE :{- 2r), (B-7)

(B-6) becomes

     P(Z'Åë1)= 4.,12 J :dp f2o"dg zpexp[-u12p2/2-

                 --jp{Zcos( g - Åë1 ) - Uoeosg - Ioeos(g - ipo)}]

                     '
                al
              '..]Il e)tp{J'PIIneOS(g-Ql.)} . (B-8)

Here, the amplitude I]n of the interfererln(t) (n=1,2,•••,e].)

is constant and the phase ipln is uniformly distributed on (O,2T)

Averaging (B-8) over thln, we get

   P(Z,tpi)= zhi,2 f :dp f2gdg zpexp[-cri2p2/2-

            '
                v'p{zcos(g - tp1)- Uocosg - Iocos(C - "o)}]

               al
            ' ll eTo(Il.P), (B'-9)
               n=X

where

        2i,, I2oi' exp[g'pfincos(q"iPin)]diPin=cTo(PJin) • (B-io)

                                 '
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    ,To (') : zero-order first kind Bessel function

lntegrating (B'9) over g with the relation [70,p.70] :

                                  co eg'ReOSct=.:/oe.(-i)McT2.(R)cos2mct+2i)'..2o('-i)McT2m+i(R)eOS(2M+llEh)

then,

  P(Z'Åëi)= .:/o : cosv(Åëi"e) I coozp exp(-ai2p2/2)

                               al
                gv(Zp) gv(Vip) .liU'o(rinp) dp ,

                                                        (B-12)

                                         1
        Vi = [(Uo+ioeosipo)2+(iosinipo)2]T , ' (B-i3)

          E= 'tan-1 [ IoSintho ],

                      Uo+Ioeostho

where em is the Neumann factor and eo=1, Ein=2(MSO), and

phase offset due to intersymbo} interference as shown
Fig.3.1. Using the relation [70,p.66] :

          (: )-a J.(N)=2!/io ti;iii#{; ,

P(Z,Åë1) is rewritten as

 e
.

In

(B--14)

is the

(B-15)
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p(Z,di1)    co co-E 2
  v=O n=O

     2        +2      11
 (-1)

  co co  2 -•E
   =O k2         =o 11       la        1

  +•••+2          +n12       1-

e
 v
2T

VI

            22 ( 2n+ 2i2+' ' '+2iai +n )+

          .ittl2uTl2Åí11

            (2n!)2'''(21al!)2

                                e

          .

where r(') is the Gamma function.

    Using the Bessel integral

       f: gv(at) exp(- p2

             '

                    Re(p+v)>D,

in (B'16) for integration over z7

obtained in (3-1).

 co sv(Ol - e)

v+2n

n! r(v+n+1)

zp2(Åíll+2i2+'''+Sai +n)+v +i

exp[-cr12p2/2]cT.(Zp)dp , (B-16)

                 relationship [77,p.393]

                           r(i +g) (.g)v
               t2)tp-ldt=
                           2pU r(v+D

                        1F1 [-V-2+IS- ; v+l ; -- Iili21, ]

                     IArgp l< -II' (B-i7)

                   the desired p.d.f. p tz ,Åël) is
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f

                          APPENDIX C

                   The Gramv-Charlier Expansion

      We express the unknown p.d•f. P(X) whose moments are known

 using succesive derivatives of the normal function as [79],[80]

                     co              p(x)= Z F( p) y(P) (x) , (c--i)
                    p=o

 where

             Y(P)(x)=d;iiiPip Å}2. exp(-x2/2)

                                                  '                     - (...l )P
                     '- ,ti22 i. eXP (- X21 2) Hp (x), (c.2)

 After multiplying both sides of (C-1) by Hq(CC), we integrate the

 result term by term between (-co,co ).

co-. P(X) Hq(X) d`C =pZo f,,>iii2(.P) ('1)P ico... ?7p(x) Hq(x) exp(' n212) dx

                                                          (C-3)

 Now using the orthogonality of Hermite polynomials

        Ioo.. Hp(x) ffq(x) exp(-x2!2)d`c = [ fi2"oP:, plq ,

                                                          (C-4)
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                     .tKthen the coefficient F(p) in (C-1) is obtained as

             f)(p)-(-l)P F(p) ,

                    p.

             F(p) " f:. p(x) Hp (x) d`xr .

Expanding Hp(x), F(p) is rewritten with the moments of

get (4-21). Therefore the desired series expansion
represented by (4-20) and (4-21).

(C-5)

   (C-6)

 p (x)

of P (x)

to
.

IS
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